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3 Paradigm Shifts in Travel
#1 
The traditional 
visitor cycle no 
longer exists. 

#2 
The always-on 
consumer now 
sets the terms. 

#3 
Tech is driving 
the experience 
economy. 
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Marketing
in Moments Relevance at Scale 

“how can we exact the right story with 
the right audience at scale yet in a 
highly personalised way?”

“At Unilever we have an ambition to have a 
billion one-to-one relationships—I don’t believe 
that a focus on the individual has to mean 
“niche.” Keith Weed

Chief Marketing and Communications Officer at Unilever



Marketing
in Moments Journeys in Moments

3 in 4 smartphone owners turn to search 
first to address their immediate needs

“find me flights to Oslo today”

“Hey Siri, what hiking trails would 
you recommend nearby my hotel?”



Marketing
in Moments Informed Consumer 

“how can we further empower 
consumers and respond to their 
precise needs in the context of that 
moment? ”

(Google Data, 2015 - 2017)

Mobile searches for “best” have grown 80% in 
the past two years.



Marketing
in Moments Right Here Consumer 

“I want results that are relevant to 
me in the current moment and 
place and time”

Compared to just a year ago, smartphone users 
are significantly more likely to purchase from 
companies whose mobile sites or apps 
customize information to their location.

(Google/Ipsos Connect, Rising Consumer Expectations 
in the Micro-Moment, U.S., Dec. 2016 and Aug. 2015)
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The DMO model is obsolete
Destination   𝑥   Organisation

experience 
data 
management 
innovation

𝑥{



Delivering on the Brand

needs      interests      experiences      access 
desires      passions      habits      preferences      channels 

        devices      touch-points      behaviours      actions      culture     

Putting the Visitor First

stories      touch-points      experiences      image 
reputation      conversation      inhabitants      visitors      businesses 

        exports      events      infrastructure      product      culture      promise    message     



Destination 𝑥 Needs

#1 
Support the 
growth of the 
entire industry. 

#2 
Leadership & 
vision to keep 
transforming. 

#3 
Exporting 
globally and 
prosper locally. 



#1 
Industry 
Growth 



Tech is a Catalyst for Local Distribution 
Global Distribution Networks dominate the hotel sector 
where 70% of sales are from global players. 

Tours and activities can succeed where hotels have failed.

#1 
Industry 
Growth 

Hosted,  
Centrally 
Managed

Cloud Based 
SAAS 

Providers

AI, Tech & 
Autonomous 
Experiences

Evolution of Travel Distribution Model

Yesterday Today Tomorrow



Tech is a Catalyst for Local Distribution 
No one solution has broken through the market, ViaTour & 
Expedia drive only circa. 5% of SME sales at present. 

Local distribution is a huge opportunity with a myriad of in-
destination referrals and vast digital and physical pos.

#1 
Industry 
Growth 

Targeting the 
‘right here’ 
consumer.

“I’ve got two 
hours free at 
lunch, what 
can I do?”

Become the 
superglue. 
Invisible & 
effective.

Industry Visitor Destination

Where the Needs Lie in the Destination Matrix



[nice] just ain’t cutting it, right?
😐



aim for [incredible] and your 
reputation will do the rest…

😍



design incredible, share-worthy, 
bucket-list-worthy experiences which 
generate social buzz…



#2 

Retrofit ⛰to totally 
transform a visitor 
experience 

#3 

Concept 💡 & 
innovation based 
collaborations 

#1 

Invest 🗼heavily in 
building iconic 
attractions 

Building a sustainable destination requires continued 
investment in its infrastructure, attractions, experiences 
based on maturity, opportunities and needs.
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85% Bookings 
48 hours or 
less before 
departure

65% suppliers 
are cross-sell 
inventory, most 
micro & SMEs

Global & local, 
online & offline 
scattered 
distribution

⌚ 🤝 📍

Digital pioneers like Bókun in the activity space 
show us the huge untapped potential for 
industry collaboration and digitalisation



Disruptive Brands Drive Consumer Trends



Personalisation of Content Distribution



#2 
Digital First 
Leadership & 
Vision 



Innovation & Conscious Leadership 
Scaling up the use of design thinking to solve the biggest 
challenges and ideate from a different perspectives 

#2 
Digital First 
Leadership 
& Vision

Circular 
Design

Glass Box 
Brand

Design Led 
Solutions 

“On a global scale, we calculate that the 
adaptation of currently demonstrated automation 
technologies could affect 50 percent of the world 
economy, or 1.2 billion employees and USD 14.6 
trillion in wages.” 
 
McKinsey, May 2017



AI & Natural Language 
Artificial intelligence is in it’s infancy but tools, early-stage 
business models and solutions are fast emerging. Travel, 
an industry where service is key and needs can be 
complex is set to be transformed by this evolution.

#2 
Digital First 
Leadership 
& Vision



Dawn of AR in the Visitor Experience 
AR is set to become huge with Apple’s AR Kit, Google’s Holo 
Lens and Google’s Tango. This will change everything from 
functional utility to transforming how we experience places.

#2 
Digital First 
Leadership 
& Vision



Creating a Physical Web  
Beacons are about to take off, as small businesses tap-into 
real-time offline visitor intelligence and destinations think about 
beacon infrastructure as a digital layer to the destination. 

#2 
Digital First 
Leadership 
& Vision



Championing Competitive Innovation 
booking.com see huge value in continuing to adopt a 
glass box brand strategy alongside a search for future 
innovation and talent running booster camps for start-ups 
who work to solve key challenges set by the company.

#2 
Digital First 
Leadership 
& Vision



#3 
Global & 
Local 



Designing Sustainable Destination Growth 
Local product distribution is just one opportunity 
amongst a range of complex and challenging 
needs. Ultimately, tourism must be seen to benefit 
society as a whole.

#3 
Global & 
Local 

“we need to 
support local 
businesses”

“extending 
the season is 
crucial for our 

survival”

“tourism 
should 

benefit all, 
not a few”

“visitors as 
locals not 
tourists as 
visitors”

“we can’t get 
left behind 
with digital”



#3 
Global & 
Local 

tourism

people

culture
investment

brands

policy

Building a 
leading multi-
modal travel 

system”

Investing new 
technology 
R&D for the 
travel sector

Designing & 
optimising 
the visitor 

experience

Crafting & Exporting a Global Destination Brand 
The destination brand is more than just a logo, image or 
campaign. It’s a richer myriad of multiple sectors. 
Working together to innovate, shape and deliver on a 
vision will deliver a long-term sustainable return.



Laura Aalto 
CEO, Helsinki Marketing



“we’re a media 
company now"

“we’re  a matrix 
organisation”

“we’re privately 
funded and led”



Destination 𝑥 Organisation

How can the DXO shape policy and how can policy drive 
sustainable destination growth & development?



that’s all folks… 

🤓👋

Nick Hall, Founder 
Digital Tourism Think Tank


